(1) Draw a school symbol in the center of a blank sheet of paper to represent "Granite High School", and a compass in the upper right corner.

(2) Exit through the south gate of Granite High School.

(3) Turn west on the primary highway on which the school is located, and travel 1 kilometer (1 km) to the county border.

(4) Continue traveling west 2 km until you see a church on your right.

(5) Travel northwest for 2 km on the light duty road that intersects the highway just west of the church.

(6) At 2 km you cross railroad tracks that are perpendicular to the road.

(7) Turn northeast on the dirt road that parallels the train tracks.

(8) Travel 2 km northeast on the dirt road until you cross a stream.

(9) Get out of the car and follow the meandering stream in a westward direction for approximately 3 km until it enters a forest.

(10) Look for the entrance to a mine on the north side of the creek immediately after entering the forest. This is your destination.